Learning students’ names is one of the most important aspects of building rapport with students and setting a tone for the entire semester, but it can be challenging to think of engaging and effective ways to do this semester after semester. Have you discovered a fun, creative, or effective way to learn your students’ names quickly? Maybe you use multiple methods that all work together effectively or you’ve found one awesome strategy that works for you. Share your ideas and strategies by completing the online form by Wednesday, April 6th and a poster of your idea by Wednesday, April 13th and receive $25! All poster submissions will be displayed during our Flex Poster Session on Wednesday, April 20th (Faculty Lecture Day) in the Faculty Success Center from 2-3:30pm. You can receive flex credit for presenting your poster (by standing next to and sharing about your strategy with other faculty who have questions) that day (participation in the Flex activity is not required but is encouraged).

QUESTIONS:

Contact Cindy Walker, Faculty Success Center (909)652-6970 or cindy.walker@chaffey.edu.